
Foster-to-Adopt Addendum 

N/A  
This addendum is incorporated into the Adoption Agreement dated ______________.  
 

I agree to foster the dog known as _______________ for 2 weeks ending on ______________.  

On that day I will return the dog to P.A.W.S., or I will pay the adoption fee of $___________. 

 During the 2 week “foster-to-adopt” period, I agree to follow all foster rules: 
• I will help teach basic training/manners to my foster dog, like sit/stay/wait while in my care. 
• I agree that P.A.W.S. will make all medical decisions for this dog while in my care. Any 

expenses incurred by me without approval from P.A.W.S. will not be reimbursed.   
• I agree to not foster dogs for other rescue groups while a P.A.W.S dog is in my care. 
• I agree to call/email P.A.W.S. once a week with an update on my foster dog. 
• I agree to NEVER take my P.A.W.S. foster to a dog park and to NEVER allow my P.A.W.S. foster 

dog to be off-leash except in a fenced yard. 
• I agree to NEVER take my P.A.W.S. foster dog around any ill or un/under-vaccinated dogs, 

including puppies.  
 

Agreed to by:____________________________________________________ (foster/adopter) 

Pre-Sterilization Addendum 

N/A  
This addendum is incorporated into the Adoption Agreement dated ______________.  
 

 
I understand that the dog/puppy I am taking home today is NOT currently spayed/neutered. 
I agree to coordinate the spay/neuter surgery with a P.A.W.S. representative. I will allow a P.A.W.S. 
representative to pick up and return the dog/puppy to me at their convenience, or I will deliver 
and pick up the dog/puppy at the agreed upon location and time. 
 
I also agree to keep my unaltered dog/puppy (regardless of sex) away from unaltered male dogs of 
any age. This is for the safety of ALL dogs. 
 
If I choose to arrange and pay for spay/neuter at my own vet, I will not be reimbursed any 
portion of the adoption donation and I must provide proof of spay/neuter to P.A.W.S. no later 
than ____________ (date), otherwise the adoption shall be null and void and the dog/puppy 
must be surrendered to P.A.W.S. 
 
ALL DOGS MUST BE STERILIZED – NO EXCEPTIONS. 

 
Agreed to by:____________________________________________________ (foster/adopter) 


